
Windy City FSC Board Meeting (held virtually via Zoom) on May 12th, 2021 

In attendance: 

Karen 
Meg 
Max 
Bev 
Ryder 
Zoi 
Valerie 

Guest: Kathy Murphy 
Absent: Michael, Marc 

7:04 PM Karen calls meeting to order. Consent agenda. Karen motions to accept the consent 
agenda (minutes from last meeting), Max seconds, all in favor. The consent agenda is passed 
and Zoi will post the minutes on our website. 

Annual meeting 2021 
Annual meeting date has been set for Wed., June 23rd, 2021, at 7 PM. Zoi will email all 
members to let them know about the annual meeting. If members wish to attend, they must 
reply to the email in order to receive the zoom link. The email should go out by June 1st and 
be combined with the membership renewal letter. Zoi will coordinate with Meg as necessary. 

Karen would like chairs and officers to speak briefly at the annual meeting and provide 
written reports highlighting what has happened this past year. Karen and Michael are up for 
reelection this year. Karen intends to run again, and she will confirm if Michael also intends to 
run again. If he is not running again, we will need to create a nominating committee again. 

2021-22 season: membership rate 
Is the USFSA raising their membership dues for the upcoming season? Meg will ask. Are we 
keeping our coaches’ rate? Kathy Murphy mentioned that she was not aware of this rate, so 
we may want to focus more on promoting this. We had 17 coach memberships for the 2020-21 
season. They received a $15 discount from the regular full membership. 

Max motions to keep the coaches’ rate at $75. Zoi seconds, all in favor. The motion passes. 

Max motions that we keep the remaining membership rates the same as last season. Bev 
seconds, all in favor. The motion passes. 

Meg and Zoi will work together and send out information by June 1st along with the 
aforementioned letter about our annual meeting. 

Test session policy revision 
Goal is to allow special test sessions at rinks other than McFetridge. We want to reframe the 
policy to read: “Special test sessions will only be approved for single panel test levels.” This 
allows any type of test (ice dance, adult, freestyle, MITF) as long as it only requires a single 
judge. 



Max motions to accept the changes to the test policy. Zoi seconds, all in favor. The motion 
passes. 

Gold test plaque update 
Karen would like to form a subcommittee to figure out the details. Kathy and Meg have 
already been working on this, so they volunteer to be on the subcommittee. Bev offers to 
provide data wrangling support. Our goal is to get plaques up by the end of the summer. 

Meg has been working hard to track down exactly who passed their gold tests while a current 
member at WCFSC. She has been in communication with the USFSA about this, but they still 
have not been able to give her the complete information. 

Once we hone in on the list of gold medalists (and other big achievements), the 
subcommittee can email this list to Zoi so she can update our Accomplishments page on our 
website to reflect all of our gold medalists. 

Allowing partnering on dance session  
Alyssa Blackwell would like us to allow partnering on our WCFSC ice dance sessions, especially 
since the pandemic partnering allowance will be expiring on May 31st, 2021. She also said 
that synchro teams have been connecting with gloves on. 

Is this our rule, or is this McFetridge’s rule, or Governor Pritzker’s rule? Bev clarified that 
Governor Pritzker’s rules of Phase 4 allows ice skating with a partner, but it specifies an 
exclusive partner, instead of one coach skating with many different partners. Additionally, we 
will be moving into the Bridge Phase, where these rules may further loosen. 

We are losing ice dancers because of these rules. Meg points out that some skaters have been 
moving to Robert Crown. Coaches Alyssa and Kevin are also planning to move to using other 
rinks if we do not change our rules. 

Karen proposes that we allow ice dance partnering starting at the end of May, still requiring 
masks and gloves. Make sure the CDC guidelines are followed. Zoi seconds, Ryder abstains, all 
others in favor. The motion passes. Karen will send an email out to the skaters and coaches 
from our ice dance session. This also means partnering will be allowed on our June 5th, 2021 
test session. 

Summer ice at McFetridge 
Max will reach out to Josh at McFetridge to determine when the summer ice starts - 
traditionally, our summer ice would not start until July. 

Since regular package ice at McFetridge is not allowing coaches on their sessions, our ice 
dance session stands out in a favorable light despite our higher price. Alyssa and Jeremy have 
mentioned interest in keeping the summer ice for this very reason: they want to be on the ice 
with their students, especially now that we are allowing partnering for the summer. 

For non-residents, McFetridge charges a lot for package ice. This makes our ice dance session 
more favorable for those who are not residents of Chicago. 



Ryder is in favor of keeping it as she personally enjoys skating on this session as it is a safe 
place for dedicated ice dancers looking to avoid clashing with skaters on freestyle sessions. 

Bev and Meg also were in favor of giving the summer dance session another shot. With the 
reopening phases, this session will hopefully prove more successful than last summer’s 
session. 

Max points out that summer ice is cheaper than regular ice by $100/hour. 

Karen motions to pursue summer ice, Zoi seconds, Max abstains, all others in favor. The 
motion passes. 

Strategy/Actions committee reports 

 1. Expanding Outreach committee - Bev, Karen, and Michael 

Bev recommends making a handout of our own to give to skaters, based on the Aspire 
handouts. These could be passed out at shows, synchro tryouts, and at rinks that don’t have a 
club. 
 

1. Develop materials for new or potential members, and skaters transitioning out of LTS. 
2. Reach out to rinks that don’t have a club. 
3. Research other outdoor rinks that provide lessons in the city 

Amy Forbes is the skating director at Iceland Skating Rink in Niles. They would like to partner 
with us to have a USFSA presence at their rink. Amy would like us to consider adding Niles as 
our second home rink. Most skaters at that rink are both ISI and USFSA members. They are 
willing to host test sessions, and Amy would encourage skaters to join WCFSC if we develop a 
partnership together. 

Niles skaters who are already members of another club and don’t want to change over to 
WCFSC fully should consider becoming an Associate member with us to avoid out-of-club test 
fees. 

What steps can we take to become a presence at Niles? (Beyond hosting test sessions.) 
Potentially synchro? Ice time for another dance sessions? 
 
 

1. Virtual committee report: Max, Zoi, and Val 
We want to make WCFSC a go-to place for virtual testing since virtual testing seems to be 
here to stay. With a proposed increase in virtual test sessions, we thought it could be helpful 
to have assistant test chairs to help Val with the volume of tests/videos to be handled. 

Virtual critiquing could be something to offer that could make us stand out more. Max’s 
suggestion is to limit this to MITF tests. $35 might be a good rate, and critiques would be 
available year-round. We would identify a pool of judges who would be interested in doing a 
critique. 

Offer virtual practice judging as well. Less intimidating than being at an in-person test 
session. 



Video to promote the many aspects of skating - there is much more than just Olympic dreams. 
Try to show all the facets and opportunities within skating. This video(s) could be geared 
towards parents perhaps. This would be a long-term goal. 

Virtual competitions are not something that we feel prepared to do at this time as it requires 
a great deal of resources and volunteers. Virtual competitions are unlikely to stick around the 
same way that virtual testing is. 

Conclusion 
Kathy Murphy thanked us for the recognition and the plaque she received last month for her 
contributions to the club. This was facilitated through the 100-year anniversary of the USFSA. 
Congratulations Kathy! 

The working committees should continue to work on their top issues, hopefully starting to 
implement their ideas. The committees should continue to meet individually and report back 
next meeting. 

8:40 PM Karen motions to adjourn, Ryder seconds, all in favor. 


